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Automatic computer aided design or drafting (Auto CAD) describes the process of technical drawing
with the assistance of computer. It has revalorized the way drafters used to draft. It has eliminated
all the hassles of drafting on white paper using drafter thus reducing the man made errors. Today
Auto CAD has made drafting and designing process varies much easy as it provides facility to
create, modify, analyze or optimize a design and thus eliminated long cumbersome process. This
has proven helpful in Research and development of new designs as well as improvement of old
designs, thus today efficient improved design have been developed for pin to plane.

Thus it enables a drafter or designer to improve itâ€™s productivity and quality of design and the
communication process through documentation work as the output of design can be saved in
electronic form thus creating database easily for the manufacturing process.Auto CAD provides
facility to draw in two dimensional 2D and three dimensional 3D thus enabling to draw different
curves and figures in 2D and curves, figures and solids in 3D. Thus it gives

Drafter to create it is imagination in real life 3D model.

Auto CAD is used today in almost all engineering fields for drafting from machine part components
to a high rise building and from making marvelous design to complex electrical network. It gives a
real life vision to drafter thus understanding all aspects of the design made by him and chance to
modify if needed. CAD is used in almost all industries today making product design effective. Thus
CAD is in all aspect a one stop solution to drafter as it makes drawing and drafting easy and handy
work.

AutoCAD is proved to be single stop solution for the draftsmen and the various services CAD
drafting carried out using AutoCAD are listed below:

1. Electrical 2D drafting: It includes basic electrical 2D layouts like lighting layouts, single line
diagrams, fire alarm layouts, public address layouts etc.

2. Mechanical and structural 2D drafting: It mainly covers basic 2D drafting of mechanical product,
assembly drawing, mechanical component layout etc from mechanical side and may structural
layouts, construction drawing etc. from structural side.

3. Paper to CAD conversion services: These types of services are mostly outsourced as it includes
accurate drafting expertise in it without applying much technical knowledge. In these types of
services typical inputs are pdf files from clients side and output is in the form of autocad files.

In this way we can consider AutoCAD to be one stop solution as well as bread and butter for CAD
drafters as it covers wide range of activities in it.
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